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To embrace the most important source of energy for life on earth by creating innovative solutions that drive us towards a suistainable future

OUR European PARTNERS

A Collaboration of Supreme Quality

We have sourced the premium market leading Solar and Battery Storage systems as well as pioneers in EV charging systems to 

co-create an outstanding, exclusive product with German and Danish manufacturers of carports GEWA and BlueTop.



With nearly 20 years of production experience under its belt, 
SOLARWATT GmbH ranks among the pioneers of the German 
solar-energy industry. What started in 1993 as a two-person 
company is now one of the nation’s leading manufacturers of 
solar modules – a provider of intelligent energy solutions for 
both private and commercial uses.

SOLARWATT has received the prestigious “ees Award 2017” for 
its new MyReserve Matrix battery. 

Solisco Solar EV-Ports are equipped with high-quality German 
made SOLARWATT glass-glass, maximum yield solar modules 
that have 30 years product and performance warranty. They 
are especially long-lasting, durable and extremely resistant 
to external influences. The panels, inverter and energy 
management system are all German made and all elements are 
fine-tuned and optimized for best efficiency. As an option, you 
can include a battery storage system such as SOLARWATT or 
SONNEN to further elevate your Solar EV-Port and gain more 
independence from the power grid.

MENNEKES is a leading manufacturer of standardised industrial 
plugs and sockets with subsidiaries and agencies in over 90 
countries. 

Solisco Solar EV-Ports are equipped with one or more of the latest 
MENNEKES Amtron EV charge stations. These charge points 
use smart technology and can be set to only charge your car only 
with solar power generated by the PV system thus reducing your 
carbon footprint to zero. Alternatively, they can be programmed 
to charge at certain times, in order to benefit from lower tariffs, 
set by your energy provider and they can also be operated by the 
Mennekes charge-app on your smart phone. 
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Solisco Domestic EV-Ports are made in Germany by GEWA. 
With a century of experience; successful completion of over 
100,000 projects, GEWA has formed a solid business, built 
on ultimate performance, supreme quality and remarkable 
attention to detail. With every EV Port delivered, GEWA has 
demonstrated pure protection and functionality, as well as 
a strong reputation for longevity with the comprehensive 
materials used. 

In 2016, GEWA granted Solisco sole exclusivity for the UK.
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Drivenergy grew out out of the growing demand for scalable, 
intelligent charging infrastructure coupled with renewable energy 
on all scales.  Now working with Mennekes, the leading name in 
charging components, to market their range of charging points in 
the UK, Drivenergy has introduced Amtron to the UK with grant 
support from OLEV.

“I see great opportunities in the convergence of renewable 
generation, on all scales, with the move towards greater numbers 
of plug-in vehicles, especially the longer-range yet affordable EVs 
now coming to market.  Marrying the two together in an intelligent 
way will allow us to unlock greater renewable generation capacity 
with a massively distributed store for that energy, that is generally 
parked and therefore potentially available for a high proportion of 
the time.  Future developments towards grid supporting services, 
such as Vehicle-to-Grid energy export will further yield benefits, 
not burdens, and provide economic opportunities for businesses 
and homes whilst decarbonising transport.”
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Solis = Sun and Coegi = Drive.
 Derived from the Latin meaning of Sun-Drive. 

 Solisco was founded with a mission to inspire and support the emerging Electric Vehicle market with innovative 
solutions that harness the power of the sun.

Having a wealth of experience in running electric vehicles, our team are passionate about making a difference so 
that everyone can enjoy the true freedom of driving an EV without any compromises. Solisco aims to significantly 
contribute to the charging infrastructure, in a cleverly engineered way, hosting a variety of high end components 

to ensure reliability and satisfaction. We are dedicated to promoting the idea that clean energy is the way for-
ward. Unless this infrastructure exists, the shift to EVs will not be as easily adopted, and therefore, the crisis we 

face today in climate change will continue to grow.

We offer both Domestic and Commercial Solar EV-Ports.. 
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